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THE SMALLER THE PIECE THE HEALTHIER CONSUMPTION – A CHOICE ARCHITECTURAL EXPERIMENT IN BEHAVIOURAL NUTRITION
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¹Meal Science & Public Health Nutrition, Department of Development & Planning, Aalborg University, Copenhagen, Denmark
²Roskilde University, Roskilde, Denmark
³Initiative for Science, Society & Policy, Department for Marketing and Management, University of Southern Denmark, Denmark
⁴Roskilde University, Roskilde, Denmark

**Background and objectives:** Unhealthy dietary habits influence individual and societal well-being, since they are associated with the rise of chronic non transmissible diseases worldwide. Although several campaigns promoting healthier lifestyles have been implemented in Northern Europe, and consequently people are more conscious about nutritional recommendations, low intake of fruit and vegetables remains an issue in Scandinavia, calling for innovative ways of intervention. The aim of this pilot study was to investigate the influence of the portion sizes on the consumption levels of apples and cakes presented during the snack breaks. The hypothesis was that consumers could be nudged to healthier food choices by improving accessibility to sliced apples and make a “healthier” cake portion (small) the default.

**Methods:** The sample consisted of 391 people attending a congress in Copenhagen, Denmark. People were divided in two groups for snacking during breaks, and were informed that this was for logistic reasons. Two snack tables were set up on two separate floors; one with normal sized plates (usual sizes provided by the caterer) as well as whole apples (control N=189), and a table with halved pieces of cake as well as apples served in quarter pieces (intervention N=202). Two students did observation using electronic counting system. Outcome was measured in quantity of cake and apples consumed.

**Results:** Total consumption of cake was 30.2% lower per person and apple consumption was higher by 83.9% per person in the intervention site when compared to control.

**Conclusions:** This pilot study supports the hypothesis that the presentation of snacks plays an important role in the consumption of fruit and cake among Danish adults. Further, it suggests that such approach could become a supportive tool set for achieving PHN objectives.
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SMALLER PLATES, LESS FOOD WASTE – A CHOICE ARCHITECTURAL EXPERIMENT IN A SELF-SERVICE EATING SETTING
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**Background and objectives:** With roughly one-third of food produced for human consumption lost or wasted globally (about 1.3 billion tons per year), the impact on the environment cannot be anymore neglected. Actions at all points in the production chain are now urgent, including reductions in food waste at home, by retailers and producers. Northern European consumers are among the most environmentally concerned consumers, however, their concerns do not always translate in more sustainable food-related behaviours. Furthermore, food choices are not always rational and could be non-reflective. Hence, the objective of this pilot study was to investigate whether the size of the dishware would non-reflectively influence the amount of foods taken from an “ad-libitum” buffet and the resulting amount of waste.

**Methods:** Sample consisted of Danish business leaders that took part in a congress in Copenhagen, Denmark. Two buffet tables were set up on two separate floors; one with normal sized plates (usual sizes provided by the caterer, 27cm) that served as controls (N=75), and a table with smaller sized plates (24cm) that served as the intervention (N=145). Participants were allocated to each of the two floors, and informed that this was for logistic reasons. All food waste was collected in designated trash bags (different colour in each floor) and weighted in bulk by students.

**Results:** Smaller plates appear to have decreased food waste by 26% compared to the standard sized plates at a single serving in a self-service eating setting.

**Conclusions:** This pilot study supports the hypothesis that dishware size plays an important role in the amount of food wasted among Danish adults in a self-service eating setting. This finding has PHN implications: slight changes in the foodcape can contribute to sustainable food consumption goals.

**Key words:** nudging, buffet, sustainable consumption, environment, consumer behaviour.